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In the August 2000 issue of MSOR Newsletter I gave an account [1] of myplans for the project I intended to undertake as a result of the award of a
National Teaching Fellowship in 2000.  The development phase of the project
is now substantially complete and this article is to report progress and
introduce readers to the website which the project has produced.  The
purposes of the website have changed little since the original conception as
outlined in [1].
The aim is to provide a database of teaching resources for lecturers who have
not necessarily invested in the use of technology in their teaching in a radical
way, but who rely on high quality exposition based on well structured
explanation in lectures of the area of mathematics being taught, with
appropriate problems.  Many lecturers find themselves having to teach
courses on standard material, with a syllabus which perhaps does not fit the
emphasis given in particular textbooks on the subject.  Under those
circumstances it is tempting to prepare the material “from scratch”, with an
eclectic use of printed resources for proofs, problems and examination
questions.  A considerable investment of time is necessary to accomplish this,
and it would be really nice to be able to take the textbook and simply
customize it to the needs of the particular course.  For example one may be
teaching a mathematics course for second year Engineering students where
one is required to cover some parts of Fourier Series, some types of partial
differential equations approached only by separation of variables, and some
special functions chosen by the mechanical engineering department.  The
nearest textbook is perhaps designed for electronic engineers and so the
coverage is not quite right and a number of the problems are inappropriate.
This is where Mathbank may be able to help you.
The intention is to save lecturers as a whole the unnecessary time and labour
in such an enterprise, by providing a resource bank of notes, problems,
examination questions and perhaps other resources which can be downloaded
and then customized.  To be of use it is important that the database is easily
accessible, and searchable, and that the material is available in formats which
colleagues can easily manipulate.  It is important that the database should not
be static, so that new material can be added and that this should be a
reasonably straightforward process.  It is hoped that these criteria have been
achieved.  The Fellowship funds enabled us to employ programming expertise
from Southampton University’s Geodata Unit to provide the structure we
wanted.
Let’s see what happens if we log in and put in the word “Fourier” to search.
We will be presented with a list of things which are available.  An item in this
list may be a single document, like an examination question and solution.  It
may be a directory containing several documents, the directory as a whole
having a name or classification containing the search word, or it may be a
Resource, which in the structure of the database is an object containing
several directories.  This may be something like a book, with each chapter
being a separate directory, and then each “bite-sized” section of notes being
a single document identified by an appropriate keyword.  The search list will
give some information about the item in question, which will have been
supplied by the person who knows best, the original author who uploaded it
onto the site originally.
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At present
So what is there at the moment?  Well, I have been
fortunate in having the support of many of my colleagues
in Southampton in kindly supplying material, mainly
lecture notes, problem sheets and exam questions.  One
thing we used some of the project funds for was to pay
some undergraduates during a summer vacation to turn
a lot of this handwritten or typed material into LaTeX.
The students learned extremely rapidly and became
very efficient and remarkably accurate in their use of
LaTeX.  Subsequently one of our recent M.Math graduates
about to start a PhD was paid to upload this material and
catalogue it, supplying keywords and assigning each
item to a category in a subject list which was constructed
using a mixture of sources including the SEFI European
Engineering Mathematics syllabus lists.  Because all this
comprised the initial construction phase of the site, it
looks as if I am the author of all the documents.  This is
not so!
When we have done a search, or when we are browsing,
how do we know what each item contains in detail?
One of the problems about such a database whose
documents can potentially be of many different formats
(in fact there is no practical restriction in our case) is that
the inclusion of effective previewing facilities is a
considerable problem.  We decided not to attempt this
on a systematic basis, but to do two things instead.  The
first is to encourage anyone who uploads a set of
documents to write an index file as a .txt file.  A more
detailed specification (maybe a sentence) for each item
can then be given, and the file can be viewed without
downloading.  The other thing we decided to do was to
provide PDF versions as well as LaTeX or other versions
where possible, and in the case of documents which we
uploaded a script was written to do this.
So is the site going to be useful? This depends on two
things - firstly on the quality of the documents and the
willingness of colleagues to use them to save time and
unnecessary labour, and also the willingness of
colleagues to share their own materials and upload
them onto the site.
Can you help?
Do you have an examination paper to set for your first
year engineering mathematics class? You can find lots
of questions on Mathbank, either by searching for the
keyword “engineering” or by searching by topics (one
variable calculus, matrices etc.).  If you see a whole
directory of questions look at the index file to see which
ones will be of particular interest.  Now download the
ones you want.  You might find a couple which fit your
requirements exactly – great.  Or there might be a
couple which you simply want to adapt, by changing
the coefficients or the functions involved.  You are free
to do that, and since you have been able to download
the LaTeX file itself it is easy to edit.
So if you have some material you are willing to share
what should you do? Firstly become a registered user.
Now if you have 50 problems and solutions they may all
be on a similar topic, so your resource may consist of a
single directory.  We don’t expect you to upload 50 files
separately.  Turn the 50 files into a .zip file.  There is the
facility to upload this and for it to be automatically
unpacked into its 50 constituents.  Then for each
document you can catalogue it and supply keywords.
This is not difficult to do, and the Introduction, accessed
from the front page, provides helpful instructions on
how to do this.  The cataloguing is in some sense the
most important part of the process, since it directs
documents to users doing a search.
Will the site be useful?  That depends on you, both as a
user and as a provider.  As a user it doesn’t matter if the
site doesn’t contain exactly what you want.  You can
adapt and minimise labour.  Material uploaded should
not be copyright.  As a provider you should not be
modest about your offerings.  It will be of benefit to the
mathematical community as a whole if a resource like
this takes off and gets well used.
My final word is a big thank you to my colleague Jim
Renshaw, whose advice and expertise has been
invaluable throughout the development of MathBank.
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